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 layout plan of the garden located along the north-south axis after about 2 and a half months _ 1/75

bale with printed landscape

landscape restiched by visitors
the picture of the landscape re-
appears as a fl owering medow

the picture fades away and changes 
back into its original state

pots with coloured threads 
and integrated seeds

papaver rhoeas
Achillea millefolium

centaurea cyanus

Eschscholzia californica

Legousia speculum-veneris

a projection of the surrounding landscape 
onto the ground

EXpErIENcE
The object, seemingly an installation, irritates 
and intrigues at the same time – after getting 
the idea and a moment of observation and ap-
proaching, the kids decide to take part in it. 
Daddy takes the fi rst pictures and posts them 
on Facebook – so cool!!! Jane wants to see what 
becomes of her part of the picture – we have 
to come again, with grandma and granddad… 
they have already liked the image.

Bromus sterilis

cONcEpT
Every day 1.6 billion pictures are being uploa-
ded to social networks. Selfi es, vacation pictures, 
landscapes. Images are the pulse of our com-
munication. They convey information and atmos-
pheres.
“Line of Time” transforms the “picturing” – in this 
case of nature and landscape – into an active 
and creative process with surprising intermedia-
te images. “Line of Time” spans a dialogue bet-
ween picture, reality and man.

start 
23 June 

bale with printed landscape

after
1 month

landscape rolled off and 
restitched by visitors

after
2 month

the seeds in threads start fl owering

after
3 month

fl ower meadow fades away

sTArT
At one end of the garden sits a 3.5 meters 
wide, printed sisal net, rolled up into a bale 
and mounted on a mobile frame. A picture of 
the surrounding landscape is printed onto the 
net.

ENd
After the plants have withered away, the land-
scape tableau disappears again and becomes 
part of the “real” landscape.



growing flower carpetseed carpetstitching threads onto the print

the progress after approximatly 1.5 months _ 1/25

threads with integrated seeds

showing the process _ section 1/50

mobile frame with 
the landscape picture

human input repictured landscape flowering landscape vanishing into the landscape
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